Wellness Strategy
The Population Reduction Program
and

The Medical Independence
Take care of yourself and your loved ones!
The information that follows will sound monstrous.
You even WILL NOT WANT all this to be true.
And I will fully understand.
It was the same to me - a few years ago.
And I WOULD LIKE EVEN TODAY - all this NOT to be true! EVEN TODAY I want - all
this to be just a nightmare from which I wake up – RIGHT NOW!
BUT!
If I bury my head in the sand - by this:
a) I will not transform the monstrous reality into a nightmare

b) I will not help anyone or myself.

- Therefore of more value to me is the very truth!

- Therefore – to not give way and advantage to misconception and deviation from the
truth - let's give way to the facts!
Thus everyone will be able to comply with them - if he wants.
And take action accordingly - for himself and his family - if he wants.

======= giving way to the facts =======
1. FACT: A program has been drawn up to reduce humanity - by 90%
The richest people in the world want 90% of humanity to be destroyed.
They do not conceal it but say it openly. It’s called:
THE DEPOPULATION PROGRAM
Bill Gates wants a Billion Dead! Vaccines and Health Care will do the Job!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUJMR3BUm2s&feature=relmfu
Bill Gates: Population Reduction Using Vaccinations
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9vZLlJhI7o&feature=related
Q: What would happen if a poor maniac spoke these words?
Answer: Be sure they would lock him in jail or sentence him to death - because the laws
of the country of residence (except in those states where there is no death penalty, only
prison) they sentence to death anyone who advocates war or mass extermination of
people, that is - obvious terrorism! At least they’d lock him in a mental hospital!
But as these words have been spoken not by a poor, but by the richest maniac in the
world - it means just the opposite: that he himself wants to put to death or to declare
insane all those ones who disagree with this open propaganda of his - of mass
destruction of people = open terrorism!
- What is the monster Hitler compared to him?
- How many millions did Hitler destroy - and this guy wants to destroy 90% of mankind!
Hitler is a flea compared to him!
New World Order Plan to Kill 90% of the World’s Population
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qdJ26mfzucQ&feature=related
2. FACT: “Depopulate, depopulate!!!”
The dominant medicine has been started at the beginning of the last century - not for
health, but to serve the interests of the pharmaceutical business = of “Big Pharma”.
It was started by Carnegie, Rockefeller and others. They built the most profitable
business - the PHARMACEUTICAL business. The only thing they don’t want you to do is
- to get better, because IF you get better - their market is gone!

Sen Rockefeller: Let's Depopulate!!! Kill the Elders and Poison the children!!!!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3t8BC8XyTg&feature=related
DEPOPULATION is the plan
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Ty4YfMu0u4&feature=related
Question: IS everyone, who agrees with this, welcome and well accepted?
3. According to this program it is NOT supposed for people to get cured from cancer or
any other diseases at all!
On the contrary: The program for the destruction of 90% of humanity is enforced in the
FIRST place:
- NOT through the military
- but through the DOCTORS = the MDs !
Death By Doctor http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JF7TcPsmvI
FACT (Dr Peter Glidden reports): According the US Department of Health and Human
Services – 15000 patients A MONTH (!) are being killed by the doctors! And no one
goes to jail! A group of terrorists killed 3500 people with the two airplanes – and we went
to war. But 15000 people A MONTH are being killed through doctors and no one lifts a
finger…
The FIRST leading cause of death in America - are doctors:
Number one killer of Americans - Dead Doctors Don't Lie
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qwIHZDNBAi4&feature=related
Here is this report of the American Physicians in document form:
www.cancercureclinic.info/0002_Wellness-Strategy/death_by_medicine_en.pdf
Question: What do you think – since in America the FIRST leading cause of mortality in
the population are doctors - then WHAT is the number one cause of death of people in
other countries – Greece, Bulgaria…?
Question: Doesn't that look to you like a silent war, in which is heard no "boom" but
people are dying?
Question: Doesn't it deserve after all to think of it and try to achieve
medical independence
- at least try - and achieve as far as possible?

According to the U.S. Dr. Glidden with these methods it is not possible to cure cancer,
even theoretically? Why? Because they are reductionistic methods, and cancer is not a
reductionistic but is a holistic phenomenon – and when you try to implement
reductionistic methods to a holistic phenomenon - you always and in all cases will miss

the target. Also in the same video is the official Statistical Study conducted by a
Committee of American Physicians around the world for 12 years in order to check to
what extent chemotherapy works. Result: 97% DOES NOT WORK!
Chemotherapy is a Waste of Money (Dr. Peter Glidden) –
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_Fzwj4Zpxs
Whereas the therapy of Shevchenko is a holistic method! And it is officially recognized
as a breakthrough by the Russian State Committee in 1997 - and based on this
recognition the Patent Office issued patent under number 2075313.
Ever since then, thousands and thousands of people got cured from all types of cancer and the number of the cured increases exponentially with every passing day.
(Chemotherapy is ALL About Money - Helpless Victims Are Being Killed for PROFITS!)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_Fzwj4Zpxs
Logically it is better for the person to not take anything - will live longer than to take these agents - they will torture him and will shorten his life!
I understand also that someone might say: "We-el, that's an exaggeration! The
remedies designed to fight cancer are carcinogens? That's absurd! So long as you were
saying that they do not work – c’mon agree. But to tell us they are also carcinogenic this
is too much!"
And yet – this is the truth!
And it is admitted not by any one, but – the very companies producing these
"drugs"! I think that such an admission can not be doubted!
On the one hand they sell these drugs, on the other hand - to insure themselves from
legal trouble – they admit this fact and print it. And they have written clearly that:
- The doctor is obliged to explain the danger to the patient!
(before he sells him an expensive drug from which sale he gets quite a good
percentage of profit!)
Another issue is that no doctor will point this to you – and maybe he himself has not
taken the trouble to learn it... Is it not more reasonable for the people to not rush to
trust them so much and more to read themselves?
Of course, these companies do not explain WHY this "medicine" that is supposedly
designed to cure cancer, is ultimately a carcinogen. They have only established the fact
that the drug is a carcinogen - and below I will give you some examples. And the
explanation WHY they are carcinogens – I already gave above.
HERE ARE THE FACTS:

Here is the THIOTEPA package
Insert:
http://patient.cancerconsultants.
com/druginserts/Thiotepa.pdf

1.

2.

3.
A more clear and unambiguous evidence than this is unnecessary - FACT:
carcinogens!
- Does this information answer at least some of your questions?
- Did this information reveal to you at least some of the reasons for the horror you have
encountered in your life?
- Does this information help you at least a little - to take action at least for you and your
family?
Do not despair! God exists!
BUT - we also on our part need to apply (at least a little!) mind and efforts to God's help!
Did this information help you to see how necessary is it to achieve maximum
independence from the pharmaceutical industry? At least to try to achieve

medical independence
– and to achieve as far as possible?
----The only thing that left, is - to learn - how?

HOW? = This is the most expensive question of the present day:
How to take action?
How to do one thing or another?
How to achieve at least some degree of medical independence?
This is what I’m going to tell in my next lecture.
For more details - visit the website
www.cancercureclinic.info
and download there (for free) the next study of mine
- The Universality It gives an overview of precisely that issue.
Yes, I know by experience:
a) Some will approach with understanding - and will take measures
b) Others - not. These are the unavoidable victims of this silent war in which we are
involved – no matter we want it or not.

